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The notion of capacity of a subspace which was introduced in [16] is used to
prove new estimates on the shift of the eigenvalues which arises if the form domain
of a self-adjoint and semibounded operator is restricted to a smaller subspace. The
upper bound on the shift of the spectral bound given in [16] is improved and
another lower bound is proved which leads to a generalization of Thirring’s
inequality if the underlying Hilbert space is an L2-space. Moreover we prove a
similar capacitary upper bound for the second eigenvalue. The results are applied
to elliptic constant coefficient differential operators of arbitrary order. Finally it is
given a capacitary characterization for the shift of the spectral bound being positive
which works for operators with spectral bound of arbitrary type.  2000 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
It has been known for quite a long time that the capacity is a useful tool
in measuring the magnitude of the shift of the spectral bound of the
Laplacian in L2(0) which is subjected to a domain perturbation. A lot is
known if 0 is a domain in Rd ([19], [18], [21]) or a Riemannian
manifold ([2], [17]). See [6] for a summary article. Some of these results
have been generalized to the context of regular Dirichlet forms ([14],
[15]), allowing the treatment of certain non-local operators, for instance,
(&2): with : # (0, 1].
On the other hand, very little is known for the same problem for higher
order differential operators, see [3] for a survey article on the spectral
theory of higher order differential operators.
In [16] the notion of capacity has been extended to the context of self-
adjoint operators acting in arbitrary real or complex Hilbert spaces and it
has been proved that one can obtain similar upper and lower bounds for
the shift of the spectral bound according to this level of generality. The
paper in hand extends the results in [16] in several ways. The upper bound
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is refined and includes now also the capacity with respect to higher eigen-
functions which yields better estimates. The lower bound proved here sup-
plements that of [16] in the sense that it involves a capacitary expression
which is easier to handle and may be computed in concrete examples. As
a consequence of this lower bound estimate a generalization of Thirring’s
inequality is proved.
Section 4 treats the shift of the second eigenvalue which turns out to be
much harder to handle, but in the end we obtain an upper bound for the
magnitude of this shift, which is very similar to the upper bound for first
eigenvalue.
Finally, in Section 5 we give a capacitary characterization for the exist-
ence of a shift of the spectral bound of positive length which works for
operators with spectral bound of arbitrary type.
2. DEFINITION OF THE CAPACITY
Everything of this section was explained in detail in [16]. Therefore we
only recall the definition of the capacity and the properties which are
needed here. We start with a real or complex Hilbert space (H, ( } , } ) ) and
a self-adjoint operator H in H which is semibounded from below with
spectral bound * :=inf _(H ). The non-negative closed quadratic form
which corresponds to H&* will be denoted by E and its form domain
by F. We will use the following abbreviations:
E1(u, v) :=E(u, v)+(u, v) , E[u] :=E(u, u), E1[u] :=E1(u, u).
Now the definition of the capacity reads as follows.
Definition 2.1. Let G be a closed subspace of the Hilbert space
(F, E1( } , } )) and let u # F. The u-capacity of G is defined by
Capu(G) :=E1[PG u],
where PG is the orthogonal projection onto G in (F, E1( } , } )).
It can be shown that if (E, F) corresponds to a regular Dirichlet form
on some nice space L2(X, m), the capacity used in the theory of Dirichlet
forms (see [7, 8] or [13] for the definition) coincides with Capu(F
=
A )
where A is an arbitrary subset of X,
FA :=[v # F : v=0 m-a.e. on some neighborhood of A],
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and u # F is such that u=1 m-a.e. on some neighborhood of A. Moreover,
if X is a Hausdorff space, equipped with a positive Borel measure m and
H is an arbitrary self-adjoint and semibounded operator in L2(X, m), it is
still true that
Capu(F
=
A )=inf[E1[v]: v # F, v=u m-a.e. on some nhd. of A],
see [16], Proposition 2.3 for a proof.
3. CAPACITARY ESTIMATES FOR THE BOTTOM EIGENVALUE
Let us consider the following situation: Suppose that F$ is a closed sub-
space of the Hilbert space (F, E1( } , } )). Then the form (E+*, F$) is (of
course) semibounded from below and closed. Moreover it is densely
defined in H$ :=F$, the closure being taken with respect to the topology
of H. Hence there is a unique self-adjoint operator H$ in H$ that
corresponds to (E+*, F$) in the usual manner. Let *$ :=inf _(H$) be the
spectral bound of H$. Then *$* and it is natural to ask for upper and
lower bounds for the shift of the spectral bound *$&* in terms of F$. In
Theorem 3.2 of [16] it has been proved that
*$&*
Cap,(F$
=)
1&Cap,(F$
=)
,
provided that * is an eigenvalue of H with normalized eigenfunction , and
,  F$=. This last condition is needed to rule out the possibility that
Cap,(F$
=)=1 in which case the denominator vanishes. From this obser-
vation it becomes clear that the above inequality will only be a good
estimate if Cap,(F$
=) is sufficiently small. Roughly speaking, Cap,(F$
=)
measures how much of , will be lost if the form E is restricted to the
smaller subspace F$, and Cap,(F$
=)(1&Cap,(F$=)) gives a bound for
the energy of the projected function PF$ ,. It may very well happen that
this energy is much larger than the energy of another projected function
PF$, say, although the energy of  is of course larger than the energy of
the ground-state ,. The following theorem generalizes Theorem 3.2 of [16].
Theorem 3.1. Let [*n] be the ( finite or infinite) set of eigenvalues for
H with corresponding eigenfunctions ,n . Then
*$inf
n \*n+
Cap,n(F$
=)
1&[Cap,n(F$
=)(1+*n&*)]+ .
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Proof. Let P be the orthogonal projection onto F$=, put }n :=
Cap,n(F$
=) and +n :=*n&*. Then
(,n , P,n)=
1
+n+1
E1(,n , P,n)=
1
+n+1
E1[P,n]=
}n
+n+1
.
Moreover
&P,n&|(P,n , ,n) |=
}n
+n+1
.
Hence
1+*$&*
E1[(1&P) ,n]
&(1&P) ,n&2
=
1++n&}n
1&2 Re(,n , P,n) +&P,n&2
=
1++n&}n
1&2(}n +n+1)+[}2n (+n+1)
2]
=
(1++n)2
1++n&}n
=1++n+
}n++n}n
1++n&}n
=1+*n&*+
}n
1&[}n (1+*n&*)]
,
and the desired estimate follows immediately. K
Note that we did not assume that H has purely discrete spectrum. With
the aid of this theorem it is possible to prove a capacitary criterion for the
perturbed operator to have a bottom eigenvalue.
Corollary 3.2. If the spectral bound * is an isolated eigenvalue of H
of finite multiplicity and some normalized , in the eigenspace ker(H&*)
satifies
*+
Cap,(F$
=)
1&Cap,(F$
=)
<inf (_(H )"[*]),
then *$ is an isolated eigenvalue of H$ with finite multiplicity.
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Proof. Let k be the dimension of the eigenspace ker(H&*). By
Theorem 3.1 we have
*$*+
Cap,(F$
=)
1&Cap,(F$
=)
<inf (_(H )"[*])
=inf {sup {(E+*)[u]&u&2 : u # L"[0]= : L/F, dim L=k+1=
inf {sup {(E+*)[u]&u&2 : u # L"[0]= : L/F$, dim L=k+1= .
Therefore *$ is not the least upper bound of the sequence
\inf {sup {(E+*)[u]&u&2 : u # L"[0]= : L/F$, dim L=n=+n # N ,
and the assertion follows by the minimax principle, see [4], Section 1.1.10.
K
In practice it seems to be difficult to compute the capacities involved in
Theorem 3.1 since both F$ and F$= are typically infinite dimensional, e.g.,
if H is an operator in L2(Rd ) and H$ arises from H by imposing boundary
conditions on a set with non-empty interior. It is possible, however, to
prove a lower bound for the shift of the spectral bound which involves the
u-capacity of the eigenspace K for u # F$ rather than the ,-capacity of F$
for , # K as in Theorem 3.1. Since K happens to be one-dimensional in
many interesting cases, e.g. if H is the Dirichlet Laplacian on some
bounded domain in Rd, it is possible to compute the u-capacity of K
explicitly in these cases.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that * is an eigenvalue of H. Denote the corre-
sponding eigenspace by K and let
$ :=sup[Capu(K): u # F$, &u&=1].
Then *$&*+(1&$), where
+ :=inf (_(H)"[*]) (1)
is the spectral gap.
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Proof. Let PK and K= the orthogonal projection onto K and the
orthogonal complement of K respectively and put PK= :=1&PK . Then
for u # F$ such that &u&=1:
E1[u]=E1[PK u]+E1[PK= u]=&PKu&2+E1[PK= u]
&PKu&2+(++1) &PK= u&2=1++ &PK= u&2
=1++(1&&PK u&2)=1++(1&E1[PK u])
=1++(1&Capu(K))
1++(1&$),
and the theorem follows by
*$&*+1=inf[E1[u]: u # F$, &u&=1]. K
As an application of Theorem 3.3 we will prove a generalization of
Thirring’s inequality which reads as follows: Let 0, 0$/Rd be bounded
domains with 0$/0. Denote by (*j (0)) j1 and (*j (0$)) j1 the eigen-
values of the Dirichlet Laplacian in L2(0) and in L2(0$) respectively. Then
*1(0$)*1(0) |
0$
|,|2 dx+*2(0) |
0"0$
|,|2 dx,
where , is any normalized function in the (one-dimensional) eigenspace
ker(H&*). A proof of this result can be found in [20]. For the generaliza-
tion of Thirring’s inequality we use the previous notation and assume addi-
tionally that (X, m) is a measure space, H=L2(X, m) and F$ is a subspace
of F such that H$=L2(Y, m) with some measurable set Y/X.
Corollary 3.4. Suppose that * is a simple eigenvalue of H with nor-
malized eigenfunction ,. Then
*$* |
Y
|,| 2 dm+(*++) |
X "Y
|,|2 dm,
where + is as in (1) the spectral gap.
Proof. Since * is simple the orthogonal projection PK onto the eigen-
space K associated to H and * is given by
PKu=E1(u, ,) ,=(u, ,) ,, u # F.
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Hence if u # F$ such that &u&=1:
Capu(K)=E1[PK u]=|(u, ,) |2 E1[,]= } |Y u, dm }
2
|
Y
|,|2 dm,
and we see that
$ :=sup[Capu(K): u # F$, &u&=1]|
Y
|,|2 dm.
Thus by Theorem 3.3
*$+(1&$)+*+ |
X "Y
|,|2 dm+*,
and the result follows. K
Note that we did not assume that *++ is an eigenvalue of H.
Remark 3.5. Let us look at Corollary 3.4 in the special case of domain
perturbations on small balls in Rd. More precisely, assume that the
measure space X is some open subset 0 of Rd, dm=dx is the Lebesgue
measure and Y=0"Br(x0), where Br(x0) is the closed ball of radius r cen-
tered at x0 . If , is continuous at x0 and ,(x0){0 we have by Corollary 3.4
*$&** |
0"Br(x0)
|,| 2 dx+(*++) |
Br(x0)
|,|2 dx&*=+ |
Br(x0)
|,| 2 dxcrd
for some constant c>0 and sufficiently small r.
Example 3.6. Let 0 be an open and bounded subset of Rd and let
H= :
|:| , |;|m
(&1): D:(a:; D
;u), a:;=a;: # C
be an elliptic constant coefficient operator of order 2m, defined as the
closure of the form
(u, v) [ :
|:| , |;|m
|
0
a:; D:uD;v dx,
initially defined on C c (0), the space of smooth functions with compact
support. Then the spectrum of H is discrete by Theorem 14.6 of [1] and
all eigenfunctions are analytic (see, e.g., [12, 10, Section 8] and [11, Sec-
tion 11]). Assume that the bottom eigenvalue * is simple which happens to
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be true, e.g., in the case of second order differential operators on a bounded
domain. Fix a point x0 # 0 such that the first eigenfunction , of H does not
vanish in x0 . Define the self-adjoint operator Hr, x0 in L
2(0"Br(x0)) in the
same way like H, but with initial form domain C c (0"Br(x0)). Denote its
bottom eigenvalue by *r, x0 . Then Remark 3.6 gives us
*r, x0&*cr
d
for some constant c>0 and sufficiently small r. This estimate is far from
optimal since it has been proved in [16] that (at least if d>2m) one even
has
*x, x0&*const r
d&2m.
The proof of this result is based on another abstract capacitary lower
bound for the bottom eigenvalue whose proof is harder than the proof of
Theorem 3.3. Moreover this result does not have a nice interpretation in
the special case of L2 spaces like Theorem 3.3 has.
4. UPPER BOUND FOR THE SECOND EIGENVALUE
Putting n=1 in Theorem 3.1 we have the following bound for the shift
of the spectral bound:
*$1&*1
Cap,(F$
=)
1&Cap,(F$
=)

1
1&$
Cap,(F$
=), (2)
provided that Cap,(F$
=)$<1. We shall prove a similar estimate for the
second eigenvalue. To keep things simple we assume from now on that H
is separable and H has purely discrete spectrum, i.e. there is an orthonormal
basis (,j ) j # N of H and a non-decreasing sequence (*j ) j # N of real numbers
such that *j   and
D(H )=[u # H : (*j (,j , u) ) j # N # l2]
and
Hu= :
j # N
*j (,j , u) , j
for all u # D(H ).
Since we are interested mainly in the shift of the eigenvalues we may
assume without loss of generality that the bottom eigenvalue *1 is equal to
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zero. Define E, F, F$, H$, H$, *$ as in the previous sections. It is a conse-
quence of the minimax principle that the spectrum of H$ is again discrete.
Hence there is a orthonomal basis (j ) j # N of H$ and a sequence (*$j ) j # N
satisfying *$j*j such that we have the following representation.
H$v= :
j # N
*$j (j , v) j
for all
v # D(H$)=[w # F$ : (*j (, j , w) ) j # N # l2].
Now the main result on the shift of the second eigenvalue reads as follows:
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that
Cap,1(F$
=)<*2
(1+*2&Cap,2(F$
=))2
(1+*2)4+(1+*2&Cap,2(F$
=))2 *2
. (3)
Then
*$2&*2
*2
(1&Cap,1(F$
=))(1+*2)2 Cap,2(F$
=)+(1+*2)4 Cap,1(F$
=)
(1&Cap,1(F$
=))(1+*2&Cap,2(F$
=))2 *2&Cap,1(F$
=)(1+*2)4
.
As we shall see in Example 4.7, inequality (3) is fulfilled in great
generality for elliptic differential operators if the domain perturbation takes
place on a sufficiently small ball. In this context we prove an inequality
which links the two capacities Cap,1(F$
=) and Cap,2(F$
=) by
Cap,1(F$
=)c Cap,2(F$
=) (4)
for some constant c depending on the eigenfunctions ,1 and ,2 but inde-
pendent of F$. If (4) holds we can easily prove that the shift of the second
eigenvalue can at most grow linearly with respect to the capacity
Cap,2(F$
=). Let us first state and prove this corollary before turning to the
proof of Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.2. Let *1 be a simple eigenvalue of H. Then for each c>0
there are constants c1 , =>0 such that for all closed subspaces F$ of F with
Cap,2(F$
=)<= and satisfying inequality (4) we have
*$2&*2c1 Cap,2(F$
=).
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The constant c1 can be given explicitly:
c1=2(1+*2)2 (1+2c(1+*2)2).
Proof. There is a constant #0>0 such that the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1
is satisfied whenever Cap,2(F$
=)#0 . Similarly we can achieve that
Cap,2(F$
=)
*2
4c
(1+*2&Cap,2(F$
=))2
(1+*2)4
. (5)
whenever Cap,2(F$
=)#1 for some other constant #1>0. Put # :=
min[#0 , #1 , *2 , 12c]. Since *1 is simple we have #>0. Hence, if
Cap,2(F$
=)#, Theorem 4.1 gives us
*$2&*2

(1+*2)2 (1&Cap,1(F$
=)) Cap,2(F$
=)+(1+*2)4 Cap,1(F$
=)
*2(1+*2&Cap,2(F$
=))2 (1&Cap,1(F$
=))&(1+*2)4 Cap,1(F$
=) *2
=
(1+*2)2 Cap,2(F$
=)+(1+*2)4
Cap,1(F$
=)
1&Cap,1(F$
=)
(1+*2&Cap,2(F$
=))2&
(1+*2)4 Cap,1(F$
=)
*2(1&Cap,1(F$
=))
Since Cap,2(F$
=)12c we have Cap,1(F$
=)12. Hence
Cap,1(F$
=)
1&Cap,1(F$
=)2 Cap,1(F$
=)
.
From this inequality and (4) we conclude
*$2&*2
(1+*2)2 Cap,2(F$
=)+2 Cap,1(F$
=)(1+*2)4
(1+*2&Cap,2(F$
=))2&2 Cap,1(F$
=)(1+*2)4*2

(1+*2)2 Cap,2(F$
=)+2c(1+*2)4 Cap,2(F$
=)
(1+*2&Cap,2(F$
=))2&2c Cap,2(F$
=)(1+*2)4*2
.
Because of inequality (5) the calculation continues and we obtain
*$2&*22
(1+*2)2+2c(1+*2)4
(1+*2&Cap,2(F$
=))2
Cap,2(F$
=)
2(1+*2)2 (1+2c(1+*2)2) Cap,2(F$
=),
where in the last step we used that Cap,2(F$
=)*2 . K
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Before we can prove Theorem 4.1 we have to prepare some lemmas, the
first of which already gives an upper bound for the second eigenvalue but
involves the scalar product |(PF$,2 , 1) | which shall be estimated later
on.
Lemma 4.3. Let PF$ be the orthogonal projection onto F$ in the Hilbert
space (F, E1( } , } )). Suppose that
|(PF$ ,2 , 1) |<
1+*2&Cap,2(F$
=)
1+*2
.
Then
1+*$2
1+*2&Cap,2(F$
=)&|(PF$,2 , 1) |2 (1+*$1)
(1+*2&Cap,2(F$
=))2&|(PF$ ,2 , 2) |2 (1+*2)2 (1+*2)2
.
Proof. Put
: := &(PF$ ,2 , 1).
By multiplying ,2 with some constant of modulus 1 we can achieve that :
is real without changing the value of Cap,2(F$
=). Since
(PF$ ,2+:1 , 1) =0,
we get
1+*$2=inf {E1[u]&u&2 : u # F$"[0], (u, 1) =0=

E1[PF$,2+:1]
&PF$,2+:1 &2
.
We now estimate numerator and denominator separately. Let PF$==1&PF$
be the projection onto F$=. The numerator can be calculated exactly:
E1[PF$,2+:1]=E1[,2+:1&PF$=(,2+:1)]
=E1[,2+:1]&E1[PF$= ,2]
=*2+1+2: Re(E1(,2 , 1))+:2E1[1]&Cap,2(F$
=)
=*2+1+2:(*$1+1) Re((PF$,2 , 1) )
+:2(*$1+1)&Cap,2(F$
=)
=*2+1&Cap,2(F$
=)&:2(*$1+1).
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For the denominator we have the following estimate:
&PF$,2+:1&2
=&PF$,2&2+2: Re((PF$ ,2 , 1) )+:2
=&(1&PF$=) ,2&2&:2
=1&2 Re((,2 , PF$= ,2) )+&PF$= ,2&2&:2
1&2 Re((,2 , PF$= ,2) )+|(,2 , PF$= ,2) | 2&:2
=1&
2
1+*2
Re(E1(,2 , PF$=,2))+
1
(1+*2)2
|E1(,2 , PF$= ,2)|2&:2
=\1&
Cap,2(F$
=)
1+*2 +
2
&:2
=
(1+*2&Cap,2(F$
=))2&:2(1+*2)2
(1+*2)2
,
and the assertion follows immediately. K
In view of this lemma it is clear that an upper bound for |(PF$ ,2 , 1) |
is useful. This is done in the next lemma.
Lemma 4.4. The following inequality holds.
|(PF$ ,2 , 1) |2(*2+1)2 (1&|(,1 , 1) |2).
Proof. First we get rid of the projection PF$ by observing that
(PF$ ,2 , 1) =
1
*$1+1
E1(PF$ ,2 , 1)
=
1
*$1+1
E1(,2 , 1)
=
*2+1
*$1+1
(,2 , 1)
=
*2+1
*$1+1
(,2 , 1&(,1 , 1) ,1).
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Then CauchySchwarz inequality gives us
|(PF$ ,2 , 1) | 2\*2+1*$1+1+
2
&1&(,1 , 1) ,1&2
=\*2+1*$1+1+
2
(1&|(,1 , 1) | 2)
(*2+1)2 (1&|(,1 , 1) |2). K
Finally we give a lower bound for |(,1 , 1) |.
Lemma 4.5. If *1 is simple, i.e., if *2>0, the following inequality holds.
|(,1 , 1) |2
*2&*$1
*2
.
Proof. This is seen by the following calculation.
1+*$1=E1[1]
=E1 _ :

j=1
(,j , 1) ,j&
= :

j=1
|(,j , 1) |2 E1[,j ]
=|(,1 , 1) |2+ :

j=2
(* j+1) |(,j , 1) |2
|(,1 , 1) |2+(1+*2) :

j=2
|(,j , 1) |2
=|(,1 , 1) |2+(1+*2)(1&|(,1 , 1) |2)
=1+*2&*2 |(,1 , 1) |2. K
Since *$1 can be estimated from above in terms of the ,1 -capacity of F$=,
we are now in the position to prove a capacitary upper bound for
|(PF$,2 , 1) | which involves only *2 and Cap,1(F$
=).
Lemma 4.6. If *1 is simple and Cap,1(F$
=)<1 then
|(PF$ ,2 , 1) | 2
(*2+1)2
*2
Cap,1(F$
=)
1&Cap,1(F$
=)
.
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Proof. In view of Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5 we have
|(PF$,2 , 1) |2(*2+1)2 (1&|(,1 , 1) |2)
(*2+1)2 \1&*2&*$1*2 +
=
(*2+1)2
*2
*$1

(*2+1)2
*2
Cap,1(F$
=)
1&Cap,1(F$
=)
,
where in the last inequality we used the capacitary upper bound (2) for the
first eigenvalue. K
Putting together what we have achieved so far, we can now easily prove
Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Put : :=&(PF$,2 , 1) . Observe that (3)
implies that *1 is simple and that Cap,1(F$
=)<1. Hence Lemma 4.6 and
inequality (3) yield
:2
(*2+1)2
*2
Cap,1(F$
=)
1&Cap,1(F$
=)
<\
1+*2&Cap,2(F$
=)
1+*2 +
2
. (6)
Therefore the hypothesis of Lemma 4.3 is verified and we get
*$2&*2=1+*$2&(1+*2)

1+*2&Cap,2(F$
=)&:2(1+*$1)
(1+*2&Cap,2(F$
=))2&:2(1+*2)2
(1+*2)2&(1+*2)
=
(1+*2)(1+*2&Cap,2(F$
=)) Cap,2(F$
=)+:2(1+*2)2 (*2&*$1)
(1+*2&Cap,2(F$
=))2&:2(1+*2)2

(1+*2)2 Cap,2(F$
=)+:2(1+*2)2 *2
(1+*2&Cap,2(F$
=))2&:2(1+*2)2
.
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Now the first inequality of (6) gives us
*$2&*2
(1+*2)2 Cap,2(F$
=)+(1+*2)4
Cap,1(F$
=)
1&Cap,1(F$
=)
(1+*2&Cap,2(F$
=))2&
(1+*2)4 Cap,1(F$
=)
*2(1&Cap,1(F$
=))
=
_(1+*2)
2 (1&Cap,1(F$
=)) Cap,2(F$
=)
+(1+*2)4 Cap,1(F$
=) &
_*2(1+*2&Cap,2(F$
=))2
_(1&Cap,1(F$
=))&(1+*2)4 Cap,1(F$
=)&
*2 ,
and Theorem 4.1 is proved. K
Example 4.7. Let H and Hr, x0 be the operators defined in Example 3.6.
Suppose in addition that d>2m and that the second eigenfunction ,2 of H
does not vanish in x0 . Then there is a constant c>0 such that for small
enough r
*2, r, x0&*2cr
d&2m,
where *2 and *2, r, x0 are the second eigenvalues of H and Hr, x0 respectively.
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 4.2 and the results of
[16], Section 4, where it has been proved that for each u in the form
domain of H there are constants c1 , c2>0 such that
c1rd&2mCapu(H m(0"Br(x0))=)c2rd&2m,
provided that u satisfies some conditions which are clearly fulfilled if u is
continuous and u(x0){0. K
Remark 4.8. If H is a self-adjoint operator which corresponds to a
regular Dirichlet form in L2(X, m) and H$ arises from H by imposing
Dirichlet boundary conditions on some set K/X, one can not prove a
capacitary lower bound of the form
*$j&*jconst Cap(K )
for the second eigenvalue or for higher eigenvalues (here Cap( } ) denotes
the capacity of the regular Dirichlet form associated to H ). This is seen
from the following example (cf. Fig. 1 below). Let 0=(0, ?)2/R2,
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FIG. 1. A domain with *2=*$2 .
H=&2 with Dirichlet boundary conditions on 0 and let H$ be the
Dirichlet Laplacian in L2(0"K ), where
K=[(x, y) # 0 : x?2, y=?2].
One can easily prove that the second eigenvalues *2 and *$2 of H and H$
coincide although the capacity of K is positive, see [9] or [5].
The crucial point with this example is that the second eigenfunction ,2
of H given by
,2(x, y)=sin(x) sin(2y)
already belongs to the form domain F$=H 10(0"K ) of H$. Let us look
what this means for the general capacity of Definition 2.1: Since ,2 # F$ the
projection of ,2 onto F$= vanishes, i.e., we have Cap,2(F$
=)=0, unlike as
in in the classical case. Hence the inequality *$2&*2const Cap,2(F$
=)
indeed holds in this particular example but we can not prove it in general.
5. OPERATORS WITH SPECTRAL BOUND OF ARBITRARY TYPE
Using a method similar to that of Theorem 3.1 it is also possible to
prove a result on operators with a spectral bound belonging to the con-
tinuous spectrum. The next theorem states that that there is no shift of the
spectral bound if and only if one can find normalized , # F of arbitrary
small energy E[,] such that also the capacities Cap,(F$=) remain
arbitrary small.
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Theorem 5.1. Using the notation of the previous section, the following
assertions are equivalent:
(i) *$=*,
(ii) For each =>0 there is a ,= # F such that &,=&=1, E[,=]<= and
Cap,=(F$
=)=0.
(iii) For each =>0 there is a ,= # F such that &,=&=1, E[,=]<= and
Cap,=(F$
=)<=.
Proof. The implications (i) O (ii) and (ii) O (iii) are obvious, so let us
prove that (iii) implies (i). Let PF$= be the orthogonal projection onto
F$=. Then
&PF$=,=&2Cap,=(F$
=)<=
which gives us
1+*$&*
E1[(1&PF$=) ,=]
&(1&PF$= ,=)&2

E1[,=]
1&2 Re(,= , PF$= ,=)+&PF$= ,=&2

1+=
1&2 |(,= , PF$= ,=) |

1+=
1&2 &PF$= ,=&

1+=
1&2 - =
.
The result follows by letting = tend to zero. K
Example 5.2. Let H=&d 2dx2 in H=L2(R). The corresponding form
is then given by
E(u, v)=|
R
u$v$ dx, (u, v # F=H1(R)).
Obviously the spectrum of H is purely absolutely continuous and is equal
to the halfaxis [0, ). Let F$=H 10((0, )). Then H$ is the Dirichlet
Laplacian in H$=L2((0, )). To derive from Theorem 5.1 that *$=0
(which is of course obvious for other reasons too) it is sufficient to consider
for instance the sequence ,n(x)=cn/[0, n] (x) sin(?xn), where cn is such
that &,n&=1.
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